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Products introduction

Installation

A BLE(Bluetooth Low Energy) based mood lighting bulb, which
can be controlled by smart device for interesting functions ,e.g.
color and brightness changing, dancing with music, alert for
incoming Call/SMS ,proximity control .delayed turn on/off. Sunny
and funny, this is what the Revogi Delite is.

Download App

Functions
Bulb
Slide on the pallet to change the color and brightness.
Tap the bulb icon on the central pallet to turn on/off the
bulb. Tap the "lighting" the bulb will be in white and
maximum lighting intensity.
Timer for turning off the bulb.

Scan with the smart phone/tablet ; Or search "Revogi "on Google
Play and Apple Store.

Quick Instruction Guide

Set rules of working time ,daily and weekly ,once and
repeatedly.

Plug the smart meter into outlet

Device name ( rename for mark) ;"Firmware version" ;
"Proximity Switch" (turn on/off the bulb when you
approach or leave the proximity) ; "Alert" ,(flash when a
call or SMS is coming in).

www.revogi.com

Scenes
Plug the Smart meter into a common power outlet; Enable
Bluetooth on smart phone/tablet.

Specification

LED Color Smart Bulb
Delite2
LTB012

Revogi Innovation Co.,Ltd.

Wattage: 6.5Watts Max

Model:

LTB012

Dimensions(DxH):

62x109mm(2.45x4.29inches)

Weight:

165g(5.82oz)

Color Temp:

2700K~6500K or RGB

Lifetime:

25,000 hours(15years at 4.5 hours/day)

Voltage Range:

100-240VAC•50/60HZ

Operate the APP

Bulb Socket: E26

OperatingSystem:

iOS7.0+/Android4.3+(Supports Bluetooth4.0)

Communication:

Bluetooth4.0(Bluetooth Low Energy)

Range:

15 meters(49.2Feet)

Enjoy!
Operate the app, the smart bulb will be automatically connected
with the smart phone/tablet.

All Off "When several bulbs are applied at the same
"
time ,turn all bulbs on/off at the Scenes.
All On

"

"Substitute the color pallet with a picture preferable;

"

" Choose the bulb the Scenes is set for .

Setting
Disco : The smart bulb will change color syncing with the rhythm
of a music.
Find new bulbs : Connecting with the smart phone/tablet when
addtional bulbs are powered on.Up to 10 bulbs can be connected
at the same time
Edit bulbs : Check the details as the "
"interface shows.
" " Delete the bulbs do not apply .
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